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Participant Introductions

In the chat box, please share:

What piques your interest 
about today’s session on 
empathetic marketing?
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Zoom Refresher
• View: Toggle between speaker vs. gallery view
• Mute: Mute yourself when not speaking and state your 

name before speaking
• Video: Enable your video to the extent possible
• Chat: Engage with one another via “Chat” and direct 

messages to “Everyone”
• Reactions: Utilize “Reactions” as non-verbal 

communication
• Rename: Rename your tile with first name and 

organization
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Housekeeping
• We’re scheduled to be together for the next 90 minutes
• Take care of your needs and those in your care
• We’ll be sharing our resources with you following the 

session (e.g., PPT, links)
• You’re welcome to take screenshots of content
• This is intended to be an interactive session
• We encourage your questions, insights and resources
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Agenda

• Introduction and context
• CARE model

o Connect
o Assess
o Respond
o Evolve

• Assessment/activity breaks
• Diversity, equity and inclusion
• Wrap-up
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COVID-19 Work 
from 
homeCanceled 

events Systemic 
racismElection

Capitol
insurrection
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Creativity
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Creativity: How does it start?
• Creativity begins with a foundation of knowledge

o Having a deep understanding of a topic allows you to evaluate all sides 
o The intersection where marketing meets your industry is prime real estate for 

creativity

• We learn to be creative by: 
o Experimenting 
o Exploring 
o Questioning assumptions
o Using imagination
o Synthesizing information
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Creativity: How does it start?

The need for change

Innovation is born out of necessity

Minimal/scarce resources

External factors pushing you to stretch 

14
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Connect
Assess
Respond
Evolve
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Identify your audience
• Clearly identify and segment your:

o Internal stakeholders
o External stakeholders

• Verify you really need to communicate with each 
audience segment (and eliminate those on the 
periphery)
• Build simple audience personas

o Identify their preferred communication vehicles
o Determine best days/times for delivery
o Articulate the needs of each audience segment

21
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Personalize messaging
• Put yourself into the shoes of each audience segment
• Tailor messaging to each audience’s unique needs
• Consider what messaging you’re putting out on each 

platform (e.g., LinkedIn vs. Facebook)
• Phase out blanket/universal language and generalized 

templates to the extent possible
• Foster feelings of connection and compassion
• Determine when real-time messaging is needed and 

identify appropriate staff time/resources to support
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Leverage technology
Explore technology options that will allow you to:

• Automate, schedule and streamline operations
• Reach each audience segment effectively and efficiently
• Pull scheduled messages should circumstances change
• Maximize staff capacity
• Minimize team burnout

25

Crowdsource activity.
What technology options have 
you found most helpful in your 
marketing and communication 
efforts over the last year?
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Be the connector
•People are overwhelmed with information
•Collect, synthesize and share the most relevant 

information
•Connect people with one another based on 

similar interests
•Collect and share crowdsourced solutions and 

resources from your key audience segments 
•Provide context for greater industry-wide 

challenges 

27

Embrace collaboration
•Partner with internal and external stakeholders
• Identify the right opportunities to partner with 

competing/complementary organizations in your 
industry
• Engage across industries where appropriate
•Reach out to your counterparts in other states
• Expand reach to new audiences
•Consider partnerships with non-traditional 

audiences

28
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Self-Assessment
Step 1: Connect
How well does your 
organization Connect
with internal and 
external audience 
segments?

What opportunities for 
improvement exist?

29

assess
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Redefine success
•Convene staff and key volunteers to review 

strategic marketing and communication plans
•Revise goals and expectations to realign with the 

current environment
•Communicate outcomes with key stakeholders
•Remain nimble
• Evaluate next steps often as conditions shift
•Continue what’s working; eliminate what’s not

31

Replace imagery and language
• Swap out visuals to remain relevant under current 

circumstances 
• Reframe marketing language to describe close 

interactions (e.g., work hand-in-hand)
• Perform a thorough review of all content across:

o Assets – print, email, social media, video, website, etc.
o Publications – blog, directory, magazine, newsletter, 

whitepaper, etc.
• Provide staff with training on simple communication tips 

(e.g., empathetic subject lines, greetings and closings)
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Crowdsource activity.
Where are you sourcing 
relevant, free/low-cost images 
for marketing and 
communication campaigns?
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Be mindful of tone and timing
• Amplify your unique value proposition whenever possible 
• Keep people informed, but don’t add to any panic
• Avoid overly dramatic language
• Confirm the information is credibly sourced
• Check to ensure messaging is on target
• Avoid hard sells or bragging
• Monitor the frequency of messaging
• Determine the right days/times for delivery (per audience 

segment)
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Self-Assessment
Step 2: Assess
How well does your 
organization Assess
marketing goals, 
imagery, language, 
tone and timing?

What opportunities for 
improvement exist?

35
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Listen to people’s needs
•Provide multiple avenues for your key 

stakeholders to share with you their needs
•Don’t be afraid to ask the hard/emotional 

questions
•Review analytics to discover how people are 

engaging with you and with one another
• Look for emerging patterns that can help inform 

steps for further engagement/support
•Don’t underestimate the data
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Crowdsource activity.
What ways have you found most 
successful to elicit input from 
your audience segments about 
their needs in the last year?
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Highlight how you can help
• Clearly communicate new and existing benefits (vs. 

features)
• Link people to important industry updates and resources
• Create helpful content that is:

o Educational
o Entertaining
o Inspiring

• Demonstrate value with stories, 
case studies, photos and videos

39
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Build community
• People are always looking for ways to connect, but even 

more so in the last year
• Connect key audience segments with the myriad ways 

your organization supports community (e.g., online 
community, idea swaps)
• Create opportunities for members to share their stories
• Recognize contributors with contests and incentives
• Identify ways to help the larger community through 

volunteer/charity work
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Let your brand heart guide you
•Demonstrate support and appreciation for your 

existing audiences
• Thank loyal members, sponsors and exhibitors
•Go above and beyond to fill customer needs
• Embrace new/expanded audiences
•When in doubt, align marketing/communication 

strategy with mission, vision and values
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Brand Don’ts
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Brand Don’ts

•Going on with “business as usual”
• Certain advertising efforts
• Automation: Emails, campaigns, etc.
• Hard sells; inflexible policies
• Irrelevant products/services

• Insensitive word choice and content in poor taste
• Flooding email inboxes
•Using scare tactics to build your business
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Brand Dos
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Brand Dos

•Adjust your tone in content; offer silver linings
•Be intentional about the content you’re sharing 

and word choice
•Give leeway when possible (e.g., refunds)
•Give back to your members and the community
•Offer free or discounted relevant products and 

services, where possible
•Prepare for the future
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Self-Assessment
Step 3: Respond
How well does your 
organization Respond
to people’s identified 
needs, build 
community and thank 
its members?

What opportunities for 
improvement exist?
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evolve
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Adjust strategies
• Adjust annual marketing strategies and plans to meet 

current needs
• Continue to redefine, measure and report on success
• Push timelines for campaigns or launches that might 

get lost
• Double down on what’s working; get rid of what isn’t
• Double check automated social media posts from time 

to time to ensure relevance
• Eliminate messages for which tone or scope may be off
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Reallocate budgets
• Review the marketing budget on a regular basis
• Identify relevancy/deliverability of print efforts
• Shift print to digital, where appropriate
• Beef up digital line items to meet current needs (e.g., 

SEO, social media)
• Explore the feasibility of new digital platforms if aligned 

with marketing strategy/audience preferences
• Consider new ways to reach members (e.g., mailed 

promotional boxes)
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Expand online services
•Promote existing online services (e.g., online 

community)
• Expand virtual offerings – both to educate and to 

build community (e.g., association chats, happy 
hours)
•Create space on your website for 

urgent/emergent news and updates
• Ensure the deliverability/accessibility of digital 

and/or print communications
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Invest in social media
• Take stock of the social media platforms you and your 

members were already using
• Experiment with new opportunities, as appropriate (e.g., 

Facebook/Instagram Live)
• Enlist key supporters as social media influencers
• Provide these partners with a simple media toolkit
• Partner collaboratively with influencers on key 

association campaigns
• Explore and evaluate new formats (e.g., interviews, 

games, polls, competitions)
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Explore alternative delivery methods
• Inventory current delivery methods
• Identify opportunities for new delivery methods 

based upon member needs/preferences
• For example: Consider short, digestible videos to:

oOpen lines of communication
oStand out from the crowd
oConnect members to leadership and important 

information
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Crowdsource activity.
What are your tips and tricks for 
recording and sharing videos 
that get noticed by your key 
audience segments?
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Self-Assessment
Step 4: Evolve
How well does your 
organization Evolve
strategies, budgets, 
services and delivery 
methods?

What opportunities for 
improvement exist?
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equity concerns
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Leverage 
Existing 
Processes
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Explore new opportunities

Sample Differences Sample Applications
Race/Color
Gender
Socioeconomic Class
Education Level
Religion
Physical Appearance
Age
Sexual Orientation

Graphics
Pictures
Verbiage
Featured stories/ 
testimonials
Accessibility
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Questions to 
ask yourself
• Are all members of your community 

able to participate or engage with your 
work?
• Who you are including?
• Who are you potentially excluding?
• Who is represented in your stories?
• Who gets to tell your stories?
• How are you requesting feedback to 

gauge your progress?
• What do you want people to know?
• How do you want people to feel?
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